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Dr. Arlie V. Rock

Says that Brouhe, & Belgian working with L. J. Henderson, has
done valuable work correcting some of Cannon's hypotheses, end will be
occupied with student hysiene in the University of Brussells,

resident J. B. Conant, He ☜i Univ: Cambrid
♥_

Discussed status in future of industrialhazards project. Con-
ant extremely anxious to eontimie both Hendergon and Mayo's work. Would
like to have Henderson as Research Professor, and to heve funds to continue
his investigative work, salary being taken care of by the University.
Cis not sure that Dil) is quite good enough for vermenent appointment,
but would welcome about five years more of his work,

Told Conant thet visit was of « preliminary character, es I had
not met Dean Donham of the Business School, nor had anything more than
& casual meeting with Hayo. I should infer thet no one is particulerly
interested in contimuing tie-up with H.A.Murray's psychological clinic
as part of the industrial hazards set-up. Cy EB

Speht the afternoon with Professor Lewrence J, Hendergon and
DeanWallaceB.Donkem, Harvard School of Business Administration. let
Brouha, who makes a very favorable impression.

Henderson feels that the work in his laboratory hes been impor~
tant in two ways; firat, in addition to knowledge of desirable procedure
in certain types of industriel fatigue, heet cramps, as a special examples
and second, in the sense that it has illustrated concepts of considerable
importance to physiology, particularly that of interacting causes,

Henderson extremely appreciative of the degree of freedom per~
mitted under the terms of the project, and pointe out the great difference
between a project chosen by an individual who takes 4t as the interest he
chooses to follow, and a project chosen by a non-perforser on the basis
of ite presumable importance or desirability. Henderson has high opinion
of Mayo's sagacity and comprehension. Cy EB

Dean Wallace B. Donhan, Harvard School of Business Administration

D makes it clear that Mayo's contribution has been cf considerable
importance in the evolution of what the Business School is trying to do,
especially with regerd to the emphesis upon labor and capital relationships.
D expects the Litteuer project in Government to draw upon Meyo's experience,
end stetes that the project has now gotten to the point of having prior lien
on many other developments, if funds were lacking from outside sources, Cy BB

Denhem gets rether drematic on the subject of the limitations
imposed by his own weak heart, and the difficulties that would be involved
by additional efforts he would have to make to raise money, or the loga of
en indispensable leader at the present time in the Busineas School (Denham),


